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churches through five core values.
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We hope this guide will help you to
find understanding and apply His
Word daily. May it transform your
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WHY DOES TrueBridge
BELIEVE IN SOAP?
At TrueBridge, our desire is that every
believer would not just attend church,
but also hear from God daily through
His Word! We believe that doing daily
devotions changes the way we think,
transforms our hearts, and helps us
become more like Jesus!
The accompanying year-long plan takes
you through Jesus’ life. Once you get
the hang of SOAP-ing, you can apply
this method to this plan or any reading
plan you like.

WHAT YOU NEED
1. A Bible
2. A pen
3. A journal

HOW TO SOAP

S FOR SCRIPTURE

Write down in your journal the verses
you are reading.

O FOR OBSERVATION

Write down observations about the
scripture you just read. What happens?
When did it happen? Who was it?

A FOR APPLICATION

Think about how you can apply it to
your life. What lessons can you take
from the scripture?

P FOR PRAYER

Write down a personal message from
you to God based on what you just
learned and ask him to help you apply
this truth in your life!

SOAP

EXAMPLE

S FOR SCRIPTURE

Matthew 9:35-38 (If only SOAP-ing
one or two verses, you can write out
the whole verses.) “The harvest is
plentiful, but the workers are few.
Ask the Lord of the harvest,
therefore, to send out workers into
his harvest field.”

O FOR OBSERVATION

This scripture acknowledges God
as the owner of the field and the
harvest. He has more invested and
to gain from the harvest.

A FOR APPLICATION

We are to care as much as we can
about the harvest, about helping
others find and believe in Christ. We
need to help the harvest by helping
others and getting others to help
with the harvest.

P FOR PRAYER

God, please send out new and more
workers. Help me to be a good
harvester.
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